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Caulking and Coating Project
On July 23, consultant Morrison Hershfield’s crew from Seattle
ascended to the roof of Lincoln Tower. After winding safety ropes
around the entire elevator shaft, the crew helped one of the two certified climbers gear up in a safety harness, gloves, and helmet. Camera
in hand, he slowly disappeared over the guardrail and made his way
down 18 stories to the ground, inspecting and photographing the
concrete and the caulking around windows and joints. Over two days,
the ropers repeated the process at Grant and Madison.
Based on their findings, Morrison Hershfield prepared a scope of
work that was sent to several contractors who specialize in building
envelope work to get an idea of their interest in the project and to
verify our estimate of pricing, now almost a year old. When those
responses are in, a formal RFP will be sent out, with bids due the end
of August.
The hope is that the contractor of choice can start in early fall,
before the wettest winter months interrupt the work. The project primarily entails caulking all the windows plus localized concrete repairs,
touch up of building coating (super paint), and caulking in other areas
that have joints like terraces or wall panels.
This fall, you may get a chance to talk with these rope guys and
find out how they got into their unique high-flying jobs.
—Linny Stovall, photos and text (with the help of Luke Jarmer and
Susan Gilbert)
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Move-Ins and Move-Outs
June—August 2018
FAREWELL

Lincoln:
Caiyan Su. Marianne Brams.
Grant:		
Janet Riedel. Michael & Jade
		
Graham. Rami & Teegan
		Kassab.
James & Katherine Price
Madison:
MOVES FROM UNIT TO UNIT

Dean & Jeanne Barnett from Lincoln 13th floor
(rental) to Lincoln 14th floor (purchase).
Mark & Patricia Fromm from Madison 12th floor
(rental) to Lincoln 10th floor (purchase).

Water Lily bloom at the Lau Su Chinese Garden. See page 18 to learn more
about the garden and the Plaza residents who volunteer there. Photo by
Helen Ying.

The September cover photo was taken with a Sony RX100 III
camera by resident Scott Gilbert from his balcony (1525 Grant)
around sunrise, January 12, 2017. It had snowed earlier that week
and some of the snow can be seen on the roads and trees.
Tower Talk Quarterly is a printed publication for the American
Plaza Towers Condominium Association in Portland, Oregon. Its
purpose is to inform, educate and build a sense of community as
part of the mission of the Communications Committee.
Tower Talk Quarterly’s Editors: Barb Fagerstrom and Sara
Langan.
Deadline for the December Issue is November 1.
Submit stories, ideas, photos and requests to advertise to:
aptcatowertalk@hotmail.com
Design/ Production and Advertising Coordinator:
Athena Demccutac, ath.dem.ad@gmail.com

WELCOME

Lincoln:
Linda Mann. Madelin Cook &
Lori Hursh. William Wright.
		
Manny & Marty Karlin. 		
Grant:		
		
Shandra (Sammy) & Iverson
		
(Jack) McGlasson. Jessica
		
Dietz. Dane Kealoha & Chris
Johnson. Michael Richardson &
		
		Andrea Bocchi.
Madison:
Eric Terrell. Medhi (Jason)
Rostami & Tania Paldi.
		
A Note to Newcomers…

Each Tower has greeters ready to help you
settle in and get to know American Plaza. If
you haven’t received a call or a visit yet, please
contact the greeter(s) for your tower.
Lincoln:

Lynne Hartshorn 503.224.5172 and
Charlene Jones 503.241.5429

The products and services offered by advertisers are not
endorsed by Tower Talk Quarterly or any other entity of APTCA.

Grant:

Residents also receive Tower Talk Monthly Digest, a digital
publication that includes APTCA Board Meeting Highlights,
Financial Reports, Manager’s Report, Special Project Reports,
Resident Concerns and Actions and other important information
and is sent through Constant Contact to residents’ email
addresses on record.

Madison:

The Communications Committee is looking for Web Site Design
volunteers. If you are interested, please email:
aptcatowertalk@hotmail.com.

Rosemary Hutchinson 503-642.5915
Joyce & Gerry Kelly 503.248.6901
Also watch for postings regarding “Newcomer
Night” gatherings, which are generally held
every three months. The contact for this event
is Becky Branson at rrbranson2@gmail.com or
971.235.4940.
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Meet Your Neighbor: John Thomas
“Our neighborhood is a diamond in the rough”
While many of us know who you are from your
involvement in our APTCA community, please tell
us about you before moving here.

I was educated in Chemical and Civil Engineering and
have significant experience in the water and wastewater
field. After graduating from the University of New Mexico I moved to Los Angeles to work for Shell Chemical
Company. While there I met my wife Sue, a special education teacher and a transplant from New Jersey.
We moved to Oregon to raise a family. I joined an
agency that was developing a regional wastewater
treatment facility for the Eugene metro area and Sue
became a special ed teacher in Springfield. We lived
on a blueberry farm near the McKenzie River. My last
career stop was in Portland, where I served for about
20 years as the General Manager of the water agency
serving the Happy Valley and Damascus area.
I became significantly more interested in books as
I partnered with my sister on her genealogical work.
Books seem to always be there to answer the questions of “Why and How things happened.” We have
family ties going back to the Mormon immigration
from Great Britain. My great grandparents came over
to join the Church in the 1850s when Brigham Young
was their leader. In the 1860s they were involved in
the gold mining in Montana and 1870s homesteaded in
Eastern Oregon.
Did your love of history evolve into an interest in
books?

Yes, my interest in history developed over the last 20
to 30 years but began much earlier. I grew up in the
Southwest. We lived near the Navajo reservation; Native American culture and history were at my backdoor. My father and grandfather were coal miners,
working in mines that provided coal to the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Mining and transportation, and their history, were always a part of my growing up. Books became the resource that helped me understand my surroundings, and the history that made
them.
Did your interest in history and genealogy lead
you to the new career in bookstores?

Yes! Because of these interests I have collected a lot of
books. Initially the books were part of my living room
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library. As we began to downsize a lot of them went
into storage. As I neared retirement, I started selling
the books on the internet as a “hobby.” This morphed
into a small retail store in the Ford Building on the east
side of Portland. As the store expanded we wanted to
increase our brick and mortar retail activity. Space
in the Portland Plaza Center (across the street from
American Plaza) met those needs. The store, Chaparral
Books, opened just over three years ago in the former
Yarn Store at the far north end of the mall. For two
years, I was the “Lone Ranger” employee. About a year
ago I was able to secure the services of James Hecht, a
former Powell’s employee.
In July 2017 I acquired a very large collection of
books from a friend and was looking for a place to
store them. I rented additional space in Portland Center, the former spa next to the liquor store, as a warehouse. After a couple of months, it became apparent
the space needed to be operated as a retail site. One of
the two offices in this space is being rented to Montgomery Rare Books; the second one is an artist’s studio
for my wife. The rest of the space is occupied by over a
dozen booksellers, each providing a different genre.
Once the make-up of the stores is finalized we will
focus on attracting customers from PSU and the nearby business community. The program will include
cont. on next page

cont. from page 4
bringing in writers and speakers, as well as
other cultural events. A small coffee shop is
still in the plans; we hope to have it in operation this fall.
How did your chairing the Security Committee evolve?

I ran for the APTCA Board this past spring
and did not win. I was still interested in doing
something to help the community. Susan Gilbert asked me to be the chair of the Security
Committee and I accepted. It is a great group
to work with and we will soon have a plan in
place to start implementing security projects.
What would you like to share with our
community?

I would describe our community as a “Diamond in the Rough.” Everyone talks about
the Pearl, the Hawthorne District and the
Waterfront, but you seldom hear about this
area around the University. This is a fantastic place to live. It has a great transportation
system and it is close to everything—cultural
activities, restaurants and the university.
American Plaza is a great place to live. I am
impressed with the diverse population mix,
the active retirees, the culturally diverse residents, and the young families. The Board is
doing positive things; they are going to resolve a lot of issues that will move us forward.

Included in the many musicians found in the American Plaza
Towers is Boyd Osgood in the center of the photo playing in the
Madison Lobby. Boyd says this about his passion: I play with a
group of bassoonist and double reed players who meet at a friend’s
house on Wednesday mornings. We call ourselves the “Bassoon
Conspiracy” (breath together). We play for fun and rarely perform.
I also play with a group of recorder players who meet at 2:00pm
on each Thursday in the Madison Lobby. We call ourselves the
“Sundogs”. Many years ago, we were playing outside on a friend’s
deck when we saw these strange, beautiful rainbow blobs on
both sides of the sun. We had a long discussion about what they
were; it turned out they were “sundogs” caused by light refracting
through ice crystals in the upper atmosphere. Thus, we became the
“Sundogs”. At 4:00pm, a woodwind quintet convenes.
Confucius said: “Music produces the kind of pleasure which human nature cannot do without.”
— Boyd Osgood and Judy Lyons

—Susan Nunnery and Linny Stovall

Security is Everyone’s Business
Helpful Hints
* WAIT to make sure the garage door is completely closed before driving away.
* BUILD relationships…get to know your neighbors.
* REPORT lost or stolen keys and key fobs to the concierge.
* REPORT suspicious activity to the concierge.
* DO NOT OPEN entry doors for people you do not know.
Compiled by the Security Committee members: Dan Baker, Tom Comerford, Ron Fowler, Mary Giddens, John Howie,
Downer Johnson, Gerry Kelly, Steve Larson, John Thomas, Scott Ray, Kathy Sharp and Ron Till.
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Meet the Steel Family
This edition of “Kids Corner” features an APTCA family:
Justin, Seema, Jaya (6 years) and Joy (2.5 years) Steel,
residents of Grant Tower. I had the pleasure of spending
an hour with this busy family getting to know them in the
comfort of their home.
Joy, can I ask you a few questions first?
What is your favorite color? Your favorite food?

Purple. Mac n cheese.
What is your favorite activity?

Playing at the PSU playground.
Jaya’s turn.
What do you want to be when you grow up?

A doctor. A mommy kind of doctor. (This makes sense, as
her mother, Seema, is an adult hospitalist.)
What makes you happy?

Snuggling with mommy and daddy
What do you like to do with your sister?

Play a game and build forts. (Apparently they are quite the
fort experts. I can’t wait for our kids to get together and
build massive forts together.)
How long have you been married? How did you meet?
What was your first date and was it love at first sight?

Justin: We were married in 2003, so for 15 years. We met
through “Indiandating.com” (laughs).
Seema: Not true! We met through mutual friends while attending college at Penn State in 1997.
Justin: We tried to go to dinner as a first date, but Seema’s
softball team had won the championship, so she canceled
on me. I continued to pursue her and left a sarcastically
funny message on her machine, which led to a dinner date
at an Indian restaurant as our first official date.
What brought you both to Oregon?

Justin: My work brought us here. We are both from outside
Philadelphia. While Seema was still working in Philly I was
giving the new job a go here in Portland and would fly to
Philly on Thursday and go back on Sunday for work on
Monday.
Seema: He did this for 6 months until he convinced me that
Portland was the place to settle down in 2008. This was a
relief as much of our relationship had been long distance
while Justin was in the Peace Corps and I was in medical
school. It was not an easy sell at first, as all of our family
and friends lived in Philly. But once I arrived in Portland
and found a job I was sold. We rented a Madison Tower
unit for two years and then bought at the Benson and now
we are owners of a beautiful unit in Grant!
What is your favorite part about living here?

Seema: The convenience. We love coming home and not
having yard work and big gardens and having to work on

the house every weekend. We get to work really hard and
then get to enjoy our free time with our family. Condo living helps facilitate our simple lifestyle by not allowing our
family to accumulate a lot of stuff so that we can focus on
experiences as a family.
Justin: Public transport (we are now a one car family) and
the PSU Farmers Market.
Jaya: The view and sunsets.
What was it about the Towers that you were drawn to?

Seema: The community really appealed to us. We were
impressed with the homeowners when we were renters. You
can’t beat the amenities for our family: pools, gym and the
outdoor spaces. Also the access to public transport and the
size of the condo—we needed a 3 bedroom to fit the needs
of our family.
What do you both do for a living?

Seema: I have been an adult hospitalist for 10 years. Justin:
I am an IT manager and lead a team of 15 developers at
Bonneville Power Administration.
What do you enjoy doing as a family in our neighborhood?

Justin: Playing in the pool, visiting the Central Library,
OMSI, PSU playground, exploring the downtown, walking
the waterfront, and visiting Starbucks. Playdate PDX (an
indoor play gym) is a hit as well.
Do any of you have any hidden talents?

Justin: I’m great at playing video games, specifically DOTA.
Seema: Our family goes for a week to watch the DOTA
tournament along with 20,000 other spectators, where
millions are at stake. I think of Justin as an “amateur athlete.” He has run Hood to Coast five times and done sprint
triathlons and Olympic level triathlons. The crazy thing is,
he started these competitions when he was in his 30s.
Justin (laughing): Seema can pick up things with her feet.
cont. on next page
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cont. from page 6
She has artistic talent, specifically enjoying drawing with
charcoal medium. They point out a gorgeous female profile
drawing hanging in the hall done by Seema. She is also
quite the soccer player, having played varsity in high school
and intramural in college. She hopes to pass her love of the
sport on to her daughters, both of whom are enrolled in
soccer classes.
Joy and Jaya: We like singing, dancing, and make-believe
games.

What would you like your neighbors to know about
your family?

Justin: We are excited to be part of the community and look
forward to meeting everybody in the complex.
Seema: We are really happy to be here and excited to see
other young families. We hope to spend many years here
growing our family.
—Amber Bowell

Construction is in the Air!
Portland Open Space Sequence

Portland Parks & Recreation will be restoring these historic
fountains and parks: Source Fountain, Lovejoy Fountain
Park, Pettygrove Park and Keller Fountain Park. The lower
walkway to Lovejoy Fountain is currently closed, with an
anticipated construction sequence of summer 2018 through
summer 2019. Additional information and pictures can be
found at https://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks
The Collective On 4th

Located at SW 4th and Harrison, The Collective on 4th
is a 15-story, 417-unit residential building located among
the urban Portland State University campus in downtown
Portland. The building is located along both the A/B and
North/South Portland Streetcar routes, just one block from
MAX light rail green, yellow, and orange lines, and bus service on the Transit Mall. The Collective on 4th will feature
36,000 square feet of retail space, including a 31,000 square
foot anchor space and a 5,000 square foot space on the east
side of the building. No retail leases have been signed as
of August 15. Vehicle and bicycle parking will be available
for both retail and residential uses. See more at http://www.
newneville.com/properties/collective-on-4th
SW 4th Avenue and Grant (2211 SW 4th Avenue)

The Design Commission has approved an apartment development at SW 4th & Grant to be constructed by Snohomish, WA based developer Kōz Development. The 6-story
building will include retail space and 108 studio apartments
units. Twenty percent of the units, or 22 units total, will be
affordable to those earning less than 60% of area Median
Family Income, subject to the Portland Housing Bureau
approving the developer’s application for a tax exemption.
The building is arranged an “L” shape, with the open face
of the “L” facing I-405. More information at http://www.
nextportland.com/2016/19/2211-sw-4th-approved

2095 SW River Parkway

RiverPlace Parcel 3 Apartments at the corner of SW River
Parkway and Moody will be a 13-story building with
a total of 203 affordable studio, one and two-bedroom
units. It is across the street from the Hyatt Hotel and the
Marriott Residence Inn. More information at http://www.
bridgehousing.com/properties/riverplace
Compiled by Sara Langan
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Rainbirds
As we’re enjoying a warm and beautiful summer in Portland, many of our neighbors are already planning their escapes
from the cold and gray of our Northwest winters. These stories are from some of the APTCA folks who call themselves
“Rainbirds” and spend a portion of their year in sunnier climes, typically from mid-October to mid-April.
JAN KESSLER—Grant
Anza Borrego, California

Originally from Chicago, Jan moved to Portland in 1989 and to Grant
Tower in 2013 after the death of her husband, Maynard. She first read
about the Anza Borrego desert in an article in Sunset Magazine on the
amazing springtime flower blooms. At first, she and her husband only
went for a few days, then for a few weeks the next year and finally
purchased a home in a small vintage RV park, naming their home the
“Blue Borrego.” Located within San Diego County, the Anza Borrego Desert State Park is the second largest state park in the United
States. Jan volunteers at the park’s visitor’s center. Anza Borrego is
also home to a vibrant arts community and the Borrego Arts Institute,
where Jan also volunteers. Life in the desert is slow paced and a home
in a small community means that a neighbor walking by can lead to
a cup of coffee. When Jan is in Portland you can find her continuing
her volunteerism at the Portland Art Museum Rental Sales Gallery, at
Travel Portland, or in the Columbia River Gorge as a citizen scientist
on behalf of the Oregon Zoo.
LINDA and GUY NELSON—Madison
Green Valley, Arizona

Linda and Guy moved to APTCA from Eugene in 2015
after also living in Lincoln City. They met at Oregon
State. Guy is a chemical engineer and had a consulting
business in green and renewable energy. Linda has been
an elementary school teacher, worked in real estate, and
in Guy’s business planning and organizing events. They
first started going to Green Valley in 2003, when Linda’s
parents wintered there, and have been going regularly
ever since. Green Valley is a planned “55 Plus” community originally developed in the 1970’s. There are beautiful
views of the Santa Rita Mountains, a nearby worldwide
birding destination, and a surprising number of pecan
orchards. It’s a relatively small community 20 miles south
of Tucson with easy access to a new hospital and an arts
and cultural center on the site of a former community
college where Linda and Guy are able to take advantage
of a lively music scene and lifelong learning programs.
Green Valley is said to be characterized by “Birding, Books and Bridge,” but it’s also close to the art scene in Tubac, the
University of Arizona campus, observatories and lots of great Arizona style Mexican food.
KITTY and MICHAEL MAHON—Madison
Palm Springs, California

After living in Bellevue, Washington for 15 years, the Mahons arrived at APTCA in 2014. Michael is originally from St.
Louis and Kitty from Pasadena, California, where they met. After living in Pasadena and moves to Austin and San Jose,
Michael’s work with Hewlett Packard took them to the Northwest. When they experienced a snowstorm on Easter Sunday in Bellevue, it was time to find a way to spend more time in the sun. They bought their home in Palm Springs in 1998.
cont. on next page
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cont. from page 8
Palm Springs, once known as a playground for Hollywood’s
movie crowd, is now popular as a mid-century architecture
destination. The Mahons live in a condo complex built in
1964 and have become involved in local preservation activities in support of mid-century architecture, including opening their “original condition” home to tours given during
Palm Springs Modernism Week. The nearby San Jacinto
Mountains provide spectacular scenery as a backdrop and
inspiration for long walks. Being in Palm Springs also provides the Mahons with ample time to spend with family and
friends, who are frequent visitors to their place in the sun.
—Kitty Mahon

Villages NW: Helping Neighbors Stay Neighbors
When asked, the vast majority of people over 65 say they
want the same thing— to stay in their own homes as long
as they can. We all know retirement communities and assisted living facilities can be very expensive, often prohibitively so. But what if you can no longer drive yourself to
appointments or the store, or what if you’re a bit unsteady
on a ladder and can’t change your own lightbulbs? And how
about when you can no longer lift that sack of potting soil
or navigate the basement stairs with a basket of laundry?
These are the kinds of things you might ask a family member or friend to do for you. But what if those people aren’t
available to help?
That’s when Villages NW can be a lifesaver. Imagine being able to pick up the phone or access email on your computer and request a volunteer in your area to help you with
a task or give you a ride. By being a member of a Village in
your neighborhood, you can ask for assistance with things
like occasional household chores and yard maintenance,
transportation, and help with technology. You can take part
in social events too, such as weekly coffees or happy hours,
walks and dining out.
“One thing that surprised me is the social connections,”
says Kathryn Hansman-Spice, Village member. “I thought
it would be about if I need help I can call, and within a few
days someone would come. But by working together and
volunteering, we’re really creating a big neighborhood.”
If you’re not quite ready for full membership, you can
become a Village volunteer. People of all ages with a variety
of talents, skills and experience are needed to provide the
services. By joining the roster of volunteers you can respond to requests whenever you want to. And, if you decide
you could use a little help yourself, you can join as a full
service member.

“The aging in place movement is really taking off in this
country,” says Dave Riback, Villages NW volunteer. “People
are beginning to understand how important it is to have not
just the social connections, but a network to support you in
your retirement years.”
There are now eight Villages in the area in North,
Northeast, East and Southwest Portland, as well as Beaverton, Lake Oswego, Hillsboro and Vancouver. So far, there
is no Village for residents of Downtown Portland and the
Pearl District. Lyn Trainer believes there are plenty of older
people living in this area who might be interested.
“The first step is to raise awareness in your neighborhood. We hold coffees and invite as many people to an informational gathering as possible. Once we see if a community has enough interest, we begin the process of forming
a Village. First, you need a core group of 5 to 10 volunteers
to get started. The goal is for a Village to have about 30
members and 20-40 volunteers when it begins delivering
services.”
Being a full Village member costs $45 per month for one
person, or $65 for a couple. For that, you get three to four
round-trip rides a week, plus additional services. You can
also get just a social membership for $25 per month. The
fees go toward administrative costs for the program. For
example, each volunteer must undergo a background check,
and drivers must be vetted as well. There’s a fee for software for the member and volunteer database, and it helps to
have a part-time employee to oversee the Village.
For additional information visit www.villagesnw.org. If
you’re interested in attending an informational gathering email aptcatowertalk@hotmail.com.
—Sandy Poole Keiter
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Treasure Tables
I had just returned from a weekend of camping. After doing
some of the requisite wash, I noticed that I was short of essential hangers. Now where, I wondered, could I find some
of same to solve my problem? \Thus, begins my story.
We’re Tower Dwellers and we have…stuff. My wife and I
know, because we downsized to move to our tower, and we
felt the weight of that stuff like a stone dragging us into a
premature and overstuffed landfill. Stuff.
But I digress. Everybody has this stuff: these useful or
memorable or um, unnecessary items that populate our
world and sometimes become too much. And that is when
our thoughts turn to the Rubbish Chute, the Garbage
Room, the Treasure Table…not always in that order.
There are Treasure Tables, as they are popularly known,
in each of the tower Garbage Rooms. The tables represent sort of a waiting room for items that may live again
with other happy users, maybe in several iterations, before
eventually moving on to the Recycling Bin or—horrors!—
the Garbage Bin (which means, as you know, a non-life in
a rotting pile in Central Oregon, close to Doc Severinson’s
birthplace: The Landfill).
Back to me, although this story is not about me. Maybe.
I needed hangers. Off I went to seek same. Down, down to
the Grant G Room went I. I did a bit of aerial perusal from
the doorway. Hmm. Some Keurig coffee. Hundreds of
bright red business envelopes to shock your friends, if you
still write letters. Some of us do. But I digress.
A telescoping gizmo. Some books, mostly on cooking, a
few on women of faith, and one called Laugh Again. Hmm.
Who doesn’t need to laugh, I thought, and the title made
me think it was written by someone who perhaps realized
we aren’t laughing as much as we could be, for reasons that
I will not discuss here. I took the book, mostly for my wife,
and grabbed a few envelopes. I still write letters. A wooden
bust of Jesus Christ. Whistleblower magazine, with others,
and a curious dog or rabbit figurine. An apparently broken
lamp. Some nice women’s’ blouses. I’m a guy and do not
usually spend time analyzing such things, but these looked
very nice. No hangers, though. So, off to Lincoln.
The Lincoln Treasure Table offered a vista of packing
materials and stationary supplies, including more crepe
paper than I used in my entire career as a middle school
teacher. Two useful trash cans. A bird feeder and seed! I
love birds and I want to feed them, but I’ve learned that
Tower Life is complicated and seeds my birds don’t eat may
fall victim to gravity, which means I’ll have to talk to the
people downstairs about the shower of seeds from above
and the unwanted seedlings they can now find in their
Garden Unit garden. I need to think a bit more about that.
A Lincolnian was browsing with me. I found some nice
perfume here, she said. Still, no hangers.

What would
the Three Bears
do? I mused, as I
wandered off to the
third Treasure Table
stop on this tour.
Grant had been
interesting, Lincoln
had felt a bit sparse,
and Madison—well,
I got lost getting
there, but when I
arrived, I let out a
squeal of delight.
This Treasure Table
was just right! It
groaned with Cool
Bill & Mary Kay Brennan with their
Things that set my
imagination into mo- Treasure Room gong.
tion. Don’t I need this very shallow plastic chest of drawers?
Pillows for very small people. Baskets. Containers. Book:
Hooked on Fashion. (Not me!). Odd Apocalypse. Interesting titles, and in fact, the twenty-something books here
ranged from Shel Silverstein to Clive Barker. This is a rich
and varied collection. Hey wait. Have I read the Michener
classic, The Source? I might. It’s all about possibilities,
right? Now that, I mused, is the Treasure Room spirit.
My gaze shifted and I looked down from the books, to
a cardboard box filled with…my heart’s delight: hangers of
all kinds, from wooden pants hangers to those bulging shirt
hangers and traditional thin metal hangers and best of all:
those plastic hangers that are just right for my T-shirts that
I sometimes dry using the door frames in our apartment, to
the intense irritation of my lovely wife…
I grabbed the hangers and returned home through the
Grant Garbage Room, where I encountered Resident Larry
who was gazing at the T Table. What do you think? I asked.
Well, he said, I wish these wouldn’t be here. He was looking at the ladies’ tops. These will wind up as trash, he said. I
thought of the various collections of clothing I had encountered here—garbage bags of socks, used nylons, old shoes,
shirts and trousers, a knot of entangled belts—and had an
epiphany: No one—not even me—will take the time to sort
these items and escort the unwanted stuff to a venue for
REAL recycling, like, say, Goodwill. And no one will take
that broken toaster and rewire it to work. As a result, many
things that might actually be effectively reused wind up in
the trash…and this, when the best of intentions are involved. It turns out there is some work involved if we really
want to do the right thing. Some of what we table or toss
should be going to METRO for disposal. Read that NO
cont. on next page
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Crossword

by Dennis Stovall

1
5

2

3

6

9

7

4

8

10

11

12

13
14

15

16

17
18

19
20

21

22
23
24

25

ACROSS
1. Swimming
Across
8. How you feel in meeting that’s too long
9.1.
City
on the Hill
Swimming.
12.
Not
a patio
8. How
you feel in meeting that's too long.
13.
Third
9. City on the Hill
15.
12.Crossing
Not a patio.
16.
13.Falls
Third
18.
15.Augered
Crossing
20.
bookstore
16.Destination
Falls
22.
A
gathering
18. Augered. of liquid
23.
20.Second
Destination bookstore.
24.
22.Multnomah
A gathering of liquid.
25.
23.Achitectural
Second style of the towers

24. Multnomah
25.from
Achitectural
style of the towers.
cont.
page 10

PAINT warning. Some of what we table or toss should go
to Goodwill or other re-use venues.
Back to the Treasure Table. Before you lay it out there,
please consider: Could these items go somewhere better,
in the off-chance that some other Tower Dweller will not
choose to rehabilitate or reuse it? Is the Table the right
place for Dad’s collection of clean but very used handkerchiefs? Should those books better go to the libraries, for
possible rereading so they don’t wind up as trash?

DOWN
2. First
Down
3. Multnomah
4.2.
_________
to the line and let the chips fall
First
where
they
may
3. Multnomah
5.4.
Plank
_________ to the line and let the chips fall
6. Intensity
a color
where of
they
may.
7. 5.
Nearest
bookstore
Plank.
10.
6.Portland
Intensity of a color.
11.7.South
of Market
Nearest
bookstore.
14.
How
do
you spell “concierge”?
10. Portland
17.
11.Lottery
South of Market
19.
body
14.Governing
How do you
spell "concierge"?
20.
17.Eight-ball
Lottery.
21.
19.Center
Governing body.

20. Eight-ball.
21. Center

I wandered upstairs with my hangers and book. I vowed
to be more careful about recycling generally, re-using if
possible, and perhaps, just maybe, using less to reduce my
footprint just a bit. This story wasn’t supposed to be about
me, and now it’s more about my wife. As I made another
pass at the Treasure Table, I noticed a big fat audiobook:
Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander. Just the thing for my wife’s
birthday. Today. I’m not making this up!
—James Keiter
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What’s in Your Go-Bag?
Rosemary Hutchinson remembers her first big earthquake
experience, the magnitude 6.6 San Fernando Valley Quake
that struck in the Los Angeles area in 1971.
“I was completely unprepared,” says Rosemary. “I was
getting out of the shower when the shaking started, and
I absolutely panicked. I grabbed a towel and was running
around the house with no idea what to do. I never want that
to happen again.”
When she moved into the Grant Tower a couple of
years ago, Rosemary decided she would put an emergency
plan in place. She began to educate herself on earthquake
preparedness and volunteered to be a floor captain in her
building. She and her son and his family, who live nearby,
talked about what might happen if there’s an earthquake in
Portland, and they’ve agreed to meet up in Lair Hill Park if
they can after an emergency. Next, she tackled the task of
Rosemary’s Go-Bag weighs about 15 lbs. when full.
assembling disaster supplies, both to have on hand in her
Some
people use a wheeled suitcase, but she thinks a backcondo and in case of evacuation.
pack
might
work better if the pavement is damaged after a
“We obviously don’t know where we will be if an earthquake. It’s also a good idea to keep some emergency supquake hits, but if I’m home and need to leave the building
plies in the trunk of the car in case you’re not home when
for some reason, like if it’s too dangerous to stay here, I
want to be able to get out quickly. That’s why I put togeth- the quake hits. Recently, Rosemary shared the contents of
her evacuation bag with her neighbors and fellow Grant
er an earthquake evacuation bag.”
Rosemary says she was going to put her Go-Bag together floor captains and is happy to answer questions.
“I’m passionate about this, and I’m concerned that not
herself because it’s easy to find information on what to inenough
of our neighbors are taking this seriously. We know
clude, but she ultimately chose to order one online that was
if
the
big
quake happens, we will need to be able to take
already assembled. For one person, the backpack filled with
care of ourselves and each other.”
supplies cost just over $100. The same pack for two people
APTCA residents will receive an earthquake evacuation
is $135. It includes a few days of water packets and high
supply
list from their floor captains and/or in their overflow
protein food bars, a first aid kit, a mylar sleeping bag, ponmailboxes,
and the information is available in the Living on
cho, goggles, particulate mask, crank style radio/flashlight,
Shaky Ground pamphlet, as well as online. If you need help,
a whistle, a candle and small sewing kit. Rosemary added
ask your floor captain.
a few items of her own such as: a money envelope filled
—Sandy Poole Keiter
with small bills; some extra clothing, like socks, underwear,
a long sleeved shirt and long
underwear bottoms; a head lamp;
water filter; duct tape; tweezers
and scissors; toilet paper; ibuprofen and other medications; a list
of emergency phone numbers;
copies of important papers like
passport and insurance information.
“They say you should keep
your Go-Bag right by the front
door, but it’s not exactly pretty
decor,” says Rosemary. “I’ve
decided to put it right inside the
door to my guest bedroom, which
is near the entry. It will be out of
the way, but easy to grab.”
Sandy Poole Keiter (left) and Rosemary Hutchinson.
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Restaurant Reviews
TANNER CREEK TAVERN
Four Tower residents ate here and really enjoyed our meal.
The atmosphere is fun and the noise level is quiet enough
to have a pleasant conversation. The wine selection was
nice, although the house wines were not very good. Fortunately, we asked to taste the house wines first and ended up
ordering other wines that we really enjoyed. We all agreed
we would return.
Address: 875 NW Everett St. Phone: 971.865.2888
Hours: Mon–Thurs 11:30am–11pm, Fri 11:30am–midnight
Sat 4pm–midnight, Sun 4pm–11pm.
Directions: Take the Number 9 bus to Flanders. Walk south
to Everett and then west to 9th Avenue.
BISTRO AGNES
The service here rates a 5 out of 5. In addition to great service, we were asked if there were any allergies they should
be aware of and if there was a time constraint they should
consider. I’ve never had that asked before. The food was
good. The noise level was minimal. Overall I would give
the bistro a 4 out of 5.
Address: 527 SW 12th Ave. Phone: 503.222.0979
Hours: Sun–Thur. 5pm–10pm, Fri & Sat 5pm–11pm
Directions: Take the streetcar to Alder. Walk west to 12th;
then walk one block north.
HOP CITY TAVERN
I originally visited this restaurant during Dining Month
2017 and was very pleased with it. However, return visits
during the year were very disappointing. Both the quality of
the food and the service had diminished considerably. I can
no longer recommend it.
Address: 921 SW 6th Ave. Phone: 503.944.1092
Hours: Daily 6:30am–11:30pm
Directions: Take the Orange line to Pioneer Square. Walk
south on 6th to Hop City Tavern, next to the Hilton.
23 HOYT
My companion and I thought the idea of Portland Dining
Month was to present a menu that would entice people to
return. The menu did not live up to that idea. I ordered the
smoked tomato soup (which is on the regular menu) and
the veal scaloppini with a roasted parsnip puree. The soup
was wonderful. The parsnip puree was okay. The veal was
totally tasteless and was rejected. So is the restaurant. This
was not the first time I had this impression of the restaurant.
Another time three Tower residents dined at 23 Hoyt. The
atmosphere was very pleasant, and the noise level wasn’t
too loud. Selections from the menu included butternut
squash soup, Caesar salad, grilled trout, seared duck breast
and pan roasted chicken. The duck breast was the tastiest

of all the dishes. We were disappointed in the dessert selections and did not order any. The wait for our meal seemed
long. We politely agreed we would give the restaurant a 3
out of 5 at best.
Address: 529 NW 23rd Ave. Phone: 503.445.7400
Hours: Mon–Thurs 4pm–10pm, Fri. 4pm–11pm, Sat 10am–
11pm, Sun 10am–10pm
Directions: Take the NS streetcar to NW 23rd Ave. Walk
south to Glisan; turn west.
ANCHOI
Three Tower residents visited this Vietnamese restaurant
for lunch. We shared summer rolls, grilled beef short ribs,
the green bean stir-fry and the spicy lemongrass seafood
soup. All the food was delicious, and the portions were so
abundant that we had plenty to take home. I can especially
recommend the spicy lemongrass seafood soup. I cannot
recommend the shaking beef salad simply because I like my
greens to be crispy; the practice of pouring the hot beef
and juices over the salad greens wilted them. We did find
the noise level to be very high. When asked, they turned
down the volume of the music.
At the time of this writing, the restaurant had been open
only two weeks, and changes were being implemented
daily. Things being considered are the possibility of smaller
portions at lunch and a Happy Hour between 2 and 4 pm.
Management is very open to suggestions.
Address: Corner of College & Broadway
Hours: 11am–10pm
LAN SU CHINESE GARDEN TEA HOUSE
The Tea House is a beautiful building set in the tranquil
Chinese Garden. A wide variety of teas are offered by The
Tao of Tea, which works with tea growers in Yunnan, Fujian, Hunan, Zhejiang, Anhui and Guangdong. In addition
to a wide variety of teas, they offer light meals of noodle
bowls, dumpling bowls, steamed buns and seasonal soups.
My favorite is the daikon salad. Smaller snacks include
cookies, nuts, mooncakes, and fresh and dried fruit. Try
the dried plums; they are quite a treat. Garden members
receive a 10% discount in the Tea House.
Address: 239 NW Everett St. Phone: 503.224.8455
Hours: Daily 10am–7pm
Directions: Take the Max to NW Davis St. Walk to NW
Everett & 2nd Ave.
—Francia White
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SAVE UP TO $1,000
ACT NOW!

Save 25 – 50% off your heating bill with a Ductless
Heat Pump
Call now for a free estimate and let the savings and
comfort begin.
Financing available. No monthly interest for 18
months.
We also service Ductless Heat Pump systems!
Bruton Comfort Control has been serving the
residents of American Plaza for 28 years “We know
what works”
New pet clean up station added at Lincoln Tower loading dock.

Call Us Today 503-626-7477 | CCB #65296

28 Consecutive Years of Selling Real Estate in Good, Bad and
In-between Markets
Portland Metropolotian Association of Realtors. Diamond/Platinum Realtor.
Premiere Property Group Circle of Excellence.
Whether buying or selling, let me find you the perfect home.
90% of my business are referrals from past clients. I am committed to your best interest and strive to make your real
estate transaction a smooth and rewarding experience. Let me exceed your expectations.
Past American Plaza client recommendations available upon request.

Kristin Gillis
Oregon Broker
American Plaza Resident
Cell: 503.516.7965
kgillis@premierepropertygroup.com
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American Plaza Specialists for 15 Years
Condo Sales Activity in the American Plaza
		ACTIVE LISTINGS

SOLD IN THE LAST 90 DAYS

#621 Grant – 1267 SF, 2 Bd/1.5 Ba - $375,000
** #606 Lincoln – 915 SF, 2 Bd/1 Ba - $310,000
#2421 Grant – 1267 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $429,900
** #343 Madison – 1332 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $379,000
** #101 Lincoln – 1483 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $489,000
#222 Grant – 1593 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba = $435,000
** #G-23 Grant – 1473 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $495,000
#1143 Madison – 1332 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $435,500
#542 Madison – 1593 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $497,000
** #2025 Grant – 1950 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba/Den - $525,000
#2024 Grant – 1473 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $499,000
** #1002 Lincoln – 1483 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $570,000
#2043 Madison – 2062 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $520,000
** #1402 Lincoln – 1483 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba - $595,000
** #144 Madison – 2062 SF, 2 Bd/2 Ba/Den -$525,000
** #2042 Madison – 2049 SF, 3 Bd/2 Ba - $649,000
** #2622 Grant – 2409 SF, 3 Bd/2 Ba, 3 Balconies - $875,000
** #2244 Madison – 2661 SF, 3 Bd/2 Ba/Media Room, 3 Balconies - $1,195,000
** Plaza Realty Represented
Looking for Buyers for these Amazing Active Condos! Special Referral Bonus for APTCA Owners!

Jan Huffstutter, Principal Broker
503.515.3344 | janhuffstutter@comast.net

www.americanplazatowers.com

General Contractor

PAPPENHEIM INC.
Design Services Available
Remodeling
Maintenance & Repairs




Custom Cabinetry





Tile & Stone
Painting
Flooring

20 plus years experience at
American Plaza Condominiums
References available upon request
Call for a free estimate
Barry Pappenheim 503-680-4362
Ryan Verbout
503-680-4068
pappenheiminc@hotmail.com
ORCCB #189403
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YOUNG. AGAIN.

Effective Exercise for your B ody
at Eve ry Age
FREE 1½ hr Consultation
Free Session & Free Pa rking

Portland Center Plaza:
1975 SW F irst Ave. Ste E PDX
503.501.5249 www.ReInv en tSTC.com
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Hi, I’m Stuart and I’m a Certified
Condominium Specialist. As a
Broker & Owner of Highrises
Realty, I’ve helped scores of
people both buy and sell at the
American Plaza Towers. You will
find me open, honest, and easy
to work with. Very happy to
provide references. Please reach
out anytime.
Besides being a Condo Specialist, I also have a Master of Science
in Education. I was an Assistant Professor at universities in Poland,
France, South Korea, Thailand, Japan, and the United States. My
teaching career taught me negotiation, conflict resolution, creative
problem solving, and open-minded communication. You’ll find that I
am open and easy to work with. Just ask your neighbors!
Stuart Stevens, Broker & Owner | Highrises Realty of Portland
Redfin 5-Star Partner Agent | Zillow 5-Star Premier Agent
503.858.4089 | stuart@highrises.com
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Lan Su Chinese Garden
Just a little over 20 blocks directly north of American Plaza
sits Portland’s cultural and artistic treasure, Lan Su Yuan,
the Portland Classical Chinese Garden. Occupying a full
block in the middle of the hurly-burly of the city, it is an
oasis of serenity, an elegant combination of art, design and
poetry, created to inspire and nurture all who enter it. Visitors come from throughout the country, indeed throughout
the world, to visit it, and it is an aesthetic beacon to Portland in publications far and wide.
There is another direct line to the garden that is not
geographic. Since its inception, residents of American Plaza
have had a substantial role in its existence.
Currently, as the garden plans a new phase of expansion, three residents sit on its board, guiding its direction
and vision. Their work and dedication will have a profound
impact on the future of this civic jewel.
Betty Jean Lee, Madison Tower resident, serves as Secretary and is in her second term on the board. A leader in the
Portland Chinese-American community, she has her hands
in almost all aspects of that community, its history, artistic and
cultural efforts, scholastic opportunities, and philanthropy.
Lan Su is near and dear to her heart. A successful businesswoman, she was still working when she was on the
board 10 years ago, but now feels she has the opportunity
to devote herself more extensively to the garden. She is
hopeful about the proposed expansion, which could feature
another full block for event and education spaces, a library,
museum, and meeting rooms. She is frustrated that some in
the Chinese community see the garden as a Caucasian tourist mecca, and she wants it appreciated as an integral part of
the community.
Raymond Cheng, who is moving into his Grant Tower
unit after extensive renovation, is a Portland native and architect. Among other projects, he designed large buildings

Photo above: A Bird’s Eye
View of the Lan Su Garden
submitted by Raymond
Cheng.
Photo right: American Plaza
residents featured in Lan Su
Chinese Garden article. From
left to right: Raymond Cheng,
Elsa Porter, Joan Kvitka,
Barbara Fleming and Betty
Jean Lee.
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in Shanghai. He has served on the Lan Su board as vice
president for 10 years. As an architect, he is mindful of the
challenging responsibilities of maintaining the rare, valuable craftsmanship of the garden. He is also concerned with
expanding its visitor base to include more young people and
more Portland residents, some of whom see the neighborhood as uncomfortable.
Helen Ying, a former teacher and principal, came to the
board through her passion for cultural education. She has
given talks on the history and influences of Chinese culture
in Oregon and Portland and looks forward to the opportunities for greater cultural awareness that the expansion will
bring. Helen and her husband, Stephen, who previously
served on the board, live in Lincoln.
Four additional Madison residents have contributed
substantially to Lan Su. Elsa Porter, who was raised in China,
was a greeter and guide for the garden for 10 years until
2016. Barbara Fleming has been a volunteer greeter for
cont. on next page

cont. from page 18
more than seven years. She became enchanted by the garden even before moving to American Plaza from Virginia;
it was one of the first places her daughter took her to when
she visited Portland.
Joan Kvitka developed a curriculum and film based on the
garden that she took throughout the state, reaching thousands of school children, many of whom had no contact
with Chinese culture. She also co-edited with Dr. Charles
Wu “Listen to the Fragrance,” an insightful, profound book
that translates the poetic inscriptions in the garden and explores their hidden meanings. Joan’s husband, Dan, was the
photographer for the first edition of the book. An updated
edition is currently available at the garden store. Dan’s
current photo collection, “Majestic Koi of Lan Su” can be
viewed at the garden through September 4, 2018.
—Joan Harvey

Chinese New Year Celebration at the Garden

Koi photo by Dan Kvitka

A Trip to China
In May, four Tower residents joined 20 others on a tour
sponsored by the Lan Su Chinese Garden for two informative, delightful weeks in four major Chinese cities. In
addition to visiting traditional tourist sites, our tour focused on Chinese gardens. There are five requirements for
a garden to qualify as a Chinese Garden: water containing
fish, zig-zag bridges to confuse evil spirits, large decorative rocks, dragon tail roofs, and large trees and bushes.
In Shanghai we were astonished by the living complexes. There were huge apartment skyscrapers grouped
in 15–20 building clusters, all carefully situated to maintain privacy. We were transported on brilliantly designed
elevated roadways.
We rode a bullet train to Hangzhou, speeding along
at 325 kilometers per hour (about 150 mph) in a clean
comfy transport that had polite attendants from whom
meals could be purchased. We toured West Lake Park and
grounds, known as Heaven on Earth.
We then flew to Suzhou, Portland’s sister city, where
we visited the Humble Administrator’s Garden built in
1509 and one of the best classical gardens designed in
the Ming dynasty style. The designers for Portland’s Lan
Su Garden came from the Master of the Nets Garden in
Suzhou, which is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. A
boat ride on the Grand Canal transported us to a street of
fascinating shops and restaurants with an opportunity to
see how the locals live in the old town.
In Xian, we toured the ancient walled capital of China
and learned how the many concentric, still standing walls
enabled the archers to protect the city. Outside Xian is the
site of the Terra Cotta warriors archeological dig and museum. We experienced the painstaking process of putting
together shards of terra cotta to form warriors. There are
thousands of entire warrior statues, but only one complete
archer statue.
In Beijing, we visited the classic tourist locations: Tiananmen Square, The Forbidden City and Summer Palace.
And we enjoyed watching the Pandas being cute. The
2008 Olympics changed Beijing, including increasing the
number of subways from two to twenty.
A highlight of the trip was The Great Wall of China.
The climb was challenging, but we loved the cooling breeze
when we reached the top and walked along the wall.
The food was wonderful, especially the Peking Duck,
Lazy Susans enabled us to sample a myriad of dishes. Portland planners could learn from the Chinese, who previously built 30-plus story apartments without parking and
now require at least one parking place per unit.
—Becky Branson, Sherrie James, Charlene Jones and Doyle
Forister
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Around the World and Again
My wife, Carolyn, and I travel extensively, but not in any
predictable or logical order. If you were to lay out our trips
over a globe, there would be a big maze of lines all over it.
Our “bucket list” empties at different rates from different
holes. Sometimes we plug one hole and another one opens.
That happened in 2013, when we were cruising around the
bottom of South America and stopped in a port called Ushuaia, Argentina. We noticed several rugged-looking expedition ships with Zodiacs lashed to their decks. “What’s this
all about?” we asked. Turns out these ships offer ice landing
excursions in Antarctica. Sounded VERY interesting to us.
We went back later that year and took one of those Antarctic expeditions. BEST trip ever!
Recently Carolyn and I returned from a 137-day cruise
around the world — from January to May, starting and
ending in Los Angeles. The experience ran the gamut
from generally entertaining to stirring, with a big WOW
component. We wanted to avoid the over-visited Mediterranean and Caribbean areas, so we spent most of our time
in the southern hemisphere. The itinerary was marketed
as: 5 continents, 3 oceans, 6 seas, 28 countries, 64 ports, 28
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and 38,523 miles. It was
great fun visiting so many places you’ve heard of, but never
had any realistic expectations of going to. There were lots
of routine sea days (67), but so worth it. The basic route
was Hawaii, Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia, Komodo, Bali,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Seychelles, Mauritius,
Reunion, South Africa, Namibia, Uruguay, Argentina, Rio,
Aruba, Panama Canal and Cabo San Lucas.
Our ship even provided some of the entertainment.
Sailing south out of Hawaii, it stopped abruptly as all the
engines shut down due to bad fuel. We later ran aground

leaving Bali when the captain swerved to avoid a fishing
boat and ran into a mud flat.
We experienced a full range of emotions on this trip.
The sunset departure from Rio was so awesome that I tried
to capture it with a poem (see below). That sunset was absolutely magical. The city was beautifully backlit as a dozen
or so magnificent frigate birds escorted us out. They were
flying formation directly over our heads, gliding effortlessly
along on a ribbon of air, as if suspended on kite strings. I
felt like I was flying with them as part of their formation. I
was back in the Air Force all over again.
—Bob Gelpke

FRIGATE FAREWELL
They join as one to bid us farewell
I welcome them as fellow beings
It is a rare moment
My earthbound spirit yearns to be
uplifted
To feel the sweeping tide of air
The thrill of being summoned
The honor to join the mirth and merriment of unbounded movement
They have briefly flashed into my life
To touch my soul
To uplift my being
To humble
To remind one of self
They were messengers of beauty, grace,
and oneness
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Our universe is one unto the other
As one, we are nothing and fail
As all, we are everything and succeed
A brief reminder
The story
The message
Reach out, touch, and be at one with all
The wind freshens, the angles change,
the sun sets
The open sea awaits
Then they are gone, but their message
remains
A touched soul remembers forever.
Bob Gelpke
April 30, 2018

